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Manik Jain
Abstract: This paper presents an automation tool, namely ALGV (Automated Liquibase Generator and Validator) for the automated generation and
verification of liquibase scripts. Liquibase is one of the most efficient ways of applying and persisting changes to a database schema. Since its invention
by Nathan Voxland [1], it has become de facto standard for database change management. The advantages of using liquibase scripts over traditional sql
queries ranges from version control to reusing the same scripts over multiple database platforms. Irrespective of its advantages, manual creation of
liquibase scripts takes a lot of effort and sometimes is, error-prone. ALGV helps to reduce the time consuming liquibase script generation, manual typing
efforts, possible error occurrence and manual verification process and time by 75%. Automating the liquibase generation process also helps to remove
the burden of recollecting specific tags to be used for a particular change. Moreover, developers can concentrate on the business logic and business
data rather than wasting their precious efforts in writing files.
Index Terms: ALGV, automate liquibase, database change management, Liquibase scripts
————————————————————

1 INTRODUCTION
Database is an organized collection of data. It is a collection of
schemas, tables, views and other objects. In today‘s world, no
application can run or even thought of without data. Most
widely used social networking site facebook [2] stores 500+
Terabytes of data a day. The Library of Congress [3] stores
about 20 Terabytes of text data, amazon.com [4] itself hosts
over 320 million products, almost 42 Terabytes of data. 7 years
ago, Google [5] had a huge database of over 12,000
Terabytes. Storing and managing such huge volumes of data
is a critical task. The database systems like Oracle [6], MySQL
[7], Sybase [8], etc helps to meet the challenges of storing,
managing and updating databases. Since data is ever
increasing commodity, the volume is going beyond the scope
of traditional database systems. The massive volume of
structured and unstructured data is too large, and impossible
to be processed by traditional database softwares. Taking the
case of most widely accessed marketplace amazon.com, what
happens if the Amazon team decides to migrate their database
from database X to database Y , all the 320+ million products
needs to be migrated along with the user database and
persisting all the changes that have been applied to the
database. Obviously, this huge volume of data cannot be
migrated manually. Nathan Voxland [1] has developed a very
powerful tool, namely Liquibase [9], for making the database
change process easy. Liquibase is an open source databaseindependent library for tracking, managing and applying
database schema changes. It was started in 2006 to allow
easier tracking of database changes in agile development
environment. The changes may be stored in XML [10], YAML
[11], JSON [12] or SQL [13] format. These liquibase scripts are
more commonly used as liquibases in developer community,
so I would be using the term liquibases for liquibase scripts
throughout the paper. Liquibases help to make database
change process very efficient and fast. The efficiency of
liquibases can be proved by the fact that we can deal with
multiple users/schemas by just specifying some runtime
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properties and also we don‘t need to maintain to maintain a
live database connection to make our changes. Adding to that,
liquibases also helps to figure out the ‗diffs‘ (differences)
between schemas. The automation feature of installations and
error reduction during installation makes liquibases very fast.

2. HOW LIQUIBASE WORKS
The main problems while working on a real world database
project are
 data migration,
 persisting the applied change,
 generating liquibase scripts for all schema level
changes
Assume that amazon.com [4] wants to migrate it‘s 42
Terabytes of data from database X to database Y. Database
states are bound to different revisions of the application source
tree. When updating the schema from state A to state B, A can
be anything including an initial empty database, but B must be
at least 1 revision later. These states often represent different
versions of an application where schema evolution was part of
the ongoing development process. Database migration tools
are designed to achieve the goal of making this
process traceable, visible, convenient and more fault-tolerant.
Using database migration tools provides pretty the same
benefits as using revision control systems for source code.
Application development frameworks / ORM providers often
have support for migrations, but most of the time they are
used for rapid prototyping in development time and don‘t meet
the requirements for production use. For example, Hibernate
[14] has the option hbm2ddl which can have various settings.
One of them is hbm2ddl=update. This way, Hibernate
automatically fires the necessary DDL [10] statements to
create or modify the schema to fit the application‘s entities –
but executing these statements might result in data loss. At
this point, we need a database agnostic tool that can
effectively make the data changes. Liquibase [9] is very
powerful and flexible database migration tool. It can be used
as a stand-alone application and thus can update the schema
of any RDBMS (Relational Database Management System) it
supports. The liquibase scripts (master file) will be the best
solution in meeting this migration task along with storing all the
changes made to the database so that at any point of time we
can rollback to previous state. While migrating database
schemas seems like a pretty straight-forward task at the
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beginning, things get more complicated as soon as we want to
roll back schema changes without dropping our database (and
then rebuilding it). Liquibase also supports migrating our data
across schema changes, in both directions.The heart of
Liquibase is the changeLog [15] file. It defines, what changes
are necessary in what order. Traditionally, it is an XML [10]
document but these days there is support for YAML [11], JSON
[12] and SQL [13] formats. The changelog file describes all the
necessary schema changes in a strict incremental approach,
each change depending on all the previous changes in the
order of definition (or to be more precise, expecting that
previous changes are/will be ran in the order of definition). The
changelog file is continuously appended by the developers
and once a change is introduced into the changelog file (and
potentially executed against some database), it must never be
altered,
because
it
could
mess
up
liquibase‘s
expectations. This
is
because
liquibase
maintains
a DATABASECHANGELOG [16] table that record, what
changes have already been run (with an MD5 hash computed
from metadata and contents of a changeSet). The hash
is (re)computed on all described changes every time
an update is
executed
and
liquibase
checks
for DATABASECHANGELOG table to determine if the actual
changeSet has been run or not. Under Databasechangelog,
we have preconditions tag that can be attached
to changelogs or changesets to control what changesets are
run and not run, based on the state of the database. Fig.1
shows a sample changelog which will run only if the database
executed against is Oracle and the database user executing
the script is ―SYSTEM‖. It will also only run
the drop_Table command if there are no values in the
―oldtable‖.

Fig.1 shows a sample liquibase changelog along with some
preconditions specified.
The standard process for using liquibases is to append
individual change sets to your changelog file for each
database change you need to make. Over time those changes
can build up to thousands of entries, many of which may be
redundant (create a table and later drop it) or inefficient (create
a table, and then add columns individually vs. just creating the
table with all the columns). The best practices of using
liquibases emphasize on organizing the changlogs by major
release. Sometimes the problem is that the changelog file has
just got so large that your editor chokes on it, or you get too
many merge conflicts. The best way to handle this is to simply
break up the changelog file into multiple files. Instead of
having a single changelog.xml file with everything in it, create
a master changelog.xml file which uses the tag to reference
other changelog files. We can include any number
of additional changelog files into the master file which will then

be run against the database. This is useful for better
arrangement of database migration files to prevent an infinitely
growing XML file. The order of inclusion is significant. Fig.2
shows an example of master file containing individual
changelogs.

Fig.2 shows the master.xml file which refers to changelog files
changelog-1.0.xml and changelog-2.0.xml
As shown in the above figure, the master.xml file refers to two
changelog files i.e., changelog-1.0.xml and changelog2.0.xml.These files contain the individual changes that need to
applied to the database. The master file can now be run
against the target schema for the changes. Below mentioned
are some of the major functionalities liquibase scripts provide:
 supports multiple developers
 supports multiple database types
 update database to current version
 rollback last ‘X’ changes to database
 rollback database changes to particular date/time
Irrespective of the above mentioned advantages, there are
some problems with the current liquibase change
management process. The problems associated with liquibase
change management are presented in section 3. Section 4
presents the proposed tool ALGV and also explains how the
problems in the current approach of liquibase change
management are taken care of. The efficiency of the proposed
tool is presented in section 7. This paper is about rectifying
the problems of current liquibase approach along with
automating the manual liquibase generation and validation
process to cut down manual efforts, and avoid any
generation/validation errors with the use of my proposed tool,
ALGV (Automated Liquibase Generator and Validator). The
next section presents an overview of problems with current
approach of liquibase change management.

3. PROBLEMS IN CURRENT APPROACH OF
USING LIQUIBASE
Despite the advantages stated above, all the work of liquibase
generation and validation is manual and it takes more than 3
hours per person/day to generate liquibase scripts, even for
very small database change(s). Moreover, new developers are
not so sure of which tag(s) to be used and when. The manual
liquibase creation process may prove out to be error-prone,
ranging from minor spelling mistake(s) to major schema level
mistake(s). In case the erroneous script is applied to the target
schema, its effects may be deleterious. Moreover, there is no
way of presenting errors/problems in script before running it
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against the database. The developer is prompted with the
error list once the script has been run against the database.
The reason for error(s) may be very small; it may be a naming
mistake or a misspelling of insert as inesrt that has failed the
whole build. In that case the developer is left with no choice
but to re-generate the scripts and re-deploy changes to the
schema. Revisiting the scripts for this minor error is
undoubtedly a headache for the developers. This creates
liquibase, which is otherwise a boon, a laborious task for the
developers. However, recurrent development efforts and
hitting the database again and again is not an appropriate
approach. Let‘s dive deeper into the problem with an example
of Amazon database change process. Suppose Amazon is
spanning its business to a new market like India and planning
to use Oracle 12c rather than Oracle 11g. The complete data
of available products needs to be migrated as such along with
creating some new tables storing cities information. There are
29 states and 7 union territories, counting to almost 1000+
cities in India. I would assume Amazon is initially interested in
just top 300 cities. The information about a particular city
consists of its name, city code, pin code, its district and the
sponsoring state. So the developer in this case needs to
insert 300 rows in the table, having 5 columns. If the developer
manually writes all these 300 insert queries (almost 20 word
query), typing 30 words per minute, which is the average
typing speed the developer. This task would easily take almost
2.5 hours writing queries for this task, assuming developer
knows each value for each column beforehand (supporting
data presented in Section VI). Fig.3. Shows sample of the
query set for this task

throughout the script is not a good idea. Instead of writing the
complete liquibase script file by hand and copy/paste the
liquibase script tags, the developer needs to just feed in the
intended business data. The column names are needed to be
fed in just once, as a part of column values in the input file.
The input file is the input for the ALGV system and holds the
business data. Along with generation, ALGV helps the
validation of scripts it generates. The dual validation process
of ALGV, as presented in section 5.(b) helps ALGV to increase
the standards of generated liquibases along with logging
errors, if any, before sending in the liquibases for run on the
target schema. ALGV is a smart tool and it helps developer
with persisting their changelogs to the local directory. The
generated liquibases along with the input file is available on
the developer‘s local disk, hence the file can be referred any
point of time to find what database change was applied and
when. ALGV helps meeting all challenges of efficiency, error
reduction, quality and fast generation of liquibases and
persisting changelogs in a very efficient manner. The efficiency
of ALGV lies in the fact that the developer just needs to deal
with the business data rather than struggling with copy/paste
or typing task of column names and liquibase script tags.
ALGV aims at:
 automated generation of liquibase scripts
 automated generation of liquibase validation
scripts
 reduce multiple database hits to just one
 developing quality scripts meeting W3C XML
standards

5. HOW ALGV WORKS

Fig.3 shows only two lines out of query set. The query will be
repeated a total of 300 times.
As mentioned in the query, the developer has to write the
column names followed by their respective values multiplied
by the number of rows. There is a very high probability of build
failure if there is an error in at least one of the queries or even
at a line or at a word. Even an unintentional miss of a singleinverted comma (for specifying string values in SQL format)
may fail the build. The worst case would be if developer copies
the erroneous line across script. In that case, the developer
would either have to re-visit each and every line in the file and
edit it, or re-write the whole script again. Spending a large time
meeting the task, which is still not sure of error free, is not a
wise move. Moreover, this way of making liquibases is very inefficient.

4. PROPOSED SOLUTION- ALGV (Automated
Liquibase Generator and Validator)
To avoid all the manual effort involved in previous approach
and save the most important resource i.e., Time; I present an
automated tool namely ALGV (Automated Liquibase
Generator and Validator) which allows the developers to just
type in the object metadata and live the rest to ALGV. By
object metadata I mean just the business data the table is
going to store. Writing the redundant column names manually

ALGV (Automated Liquibase Generator and Validator) is a
Java based smart tool that automates the process of liquibase
generation and verification. In section 5.(a), I would be
explaining the automated liquibase generation process and in
section 5.(b), I would be explaining the automated validation
process, following
with flowchart on how ALGV and
traditional liquibase process happens.
a) Automated Liquibase Generation process
To automate the process of liquibase generation, ALGV
takes as its input from an input file specifying the database
objects, specifically the business data and generates the
DDL (Data Definition Language) [17], DML (Data
Manipulation Language) [18], DCL (Data Control
Language)[19] scripts. The input file can be a CSV
(Comma Separated Values) or an excel file. Once the
table metadata has been fed into this input file, ALGV
reads the contents of the file and generates liquibase
scripts for the developer, in no more than 1 minute for all
the intended objects. The dual validation process,
explained in section IV (b) assures that the scripts
generated by ALGV meet the W3C XML standards [20].
These scripts can then be applied to the target database
schema. The various liquibase scripts may be:
 Create table script
 Insert script
 Update script
 Delete script
 Rollback script
 Synonyms script
 Sequences script
 Rollback script, etc
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ALGV is capable of generating all the DDL, DML and DCL
scripts and helps to remove the burden of typing large
SQL queries by hand. For saving space, this paper
explains only for Insert scripts. All that ALGV needs is the
business data in an input file. The automated generation
of liquibase helps developers to concentrate only on the
business requirements rather than wasting time in creating
scripts. In Agile development under JIRA project
management, separate sub-tasks are created for just
generating the liquibase scripts, some of which are
assigned even 1 day effort. ALGV can reduce that effort to
1/4th, depending on typing speed of developer. The
liquibase generation using ALGV hardly takes 20
milliseconds, for a file having 20 billion records (in 64 bit
environment). Moreover, developers can generate dummy
data for the development environment in minimum key
strokes rather than typing in test data by hand that would
take around hundred(s) of key strokes. ALGV is a smart
and user-friendly tool. I have made it so intelligent that it
can easily handle various data types. It is designed and
developed in such a way that it can easily handle any data
type mismatches. By mismatch, I mean that if a particular
column needs to be holding varchar2(20) values in target
table and developer has specified the value as type
String(20) in the input file, ALGV can handle these
situations and generates the final script as having data
type of varchar2(20). ALGV directly deals with handling
Date type as well. Developers can directly type in the
input as Date(YYYY-MON-DD), instead of writing lengthy
queries for setting Date format. The output will be holding
the Date in format specified. Developers are free to use
any input for datatype Number(38,0) as well. Specifying
the data type as int or Integer will be mapped with
Number(38,0) tag in actual liquibase script.
Using ALGV to consider the scenario presented in section
3 will present the efficiency of ALGV. Instead of writing the
multiple line queries manually, ALGV gives you the
flexibility to specify the business data. Since, ALGV takes
its input as CSV or Excel file, Fig.4 Shows how the ALGV
sample input would be:

Fig.4 shows a sample of input file for ALGV, specifying the
column names just once.
As shown in the figure, we are just specifying the
business data with column names which are specified
only once. A lot of un-necessary time spent in typing
and copy/paste the file contents, will be saved.
Moreover, the developer can focus only on the
business data rather than worrying about creating
liquibase files, dealing with open/close of angular
brackets, copy/typing in required liquibase tags, etc.
All ALGV needs is just a text file specifying the
business data. ALGV reads the input file data and
generates liquibase script files, meeting W3C
standards that can be applied to the target schema.
b) Automated Liquibase Validation process
Manual validation an input XML file before applying for the
build is a concern and time consuming task, but ALGV
provides a dual level of verification process for liquibases.
ALGV validations are applied before and after liquibase
generation
1. Validations before generation of liquibase :
Once the input file has been fed into the ALGV,
validation process starts from very first entry of input
file into the ALGV system. Initially ALGV verifies if the
input file is as per the standard template that ALGV
understands. As shown in Fig.4, for generating insert
scripts; the column names need to be specified in the
very first line of the input file. Moreover, having a
common base of input files for ALGV reduces the
chances of error to minimum. By common base, I
mean to say that having a common template in which
developers would be feeding in the business data. If
ALGV finds any discrepancies with the input file, an
error log file will be created in the user directory and
process is aborted. If input file is valid as per ALGV
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standards, ALGV generates liquibase scripts out of
the input file.
2.

Validations while generating the liquibase scripts:
While generating liquibases out of the input file, ALGV
checks for data type mismatches. If by chance,
developer is trying to feed in a String i.e., Varchar
value into a column that can hold only Integer values;
ALGV being a smart tool keeps a track of these
scenarios and logs a error report and further process
will be aborted.

3.

Validations after generation of liquibase:
Once the above two conditions are satisfied, ALGV
generates the liquibase file from input file. After the
file has been created, ALGV validator validates, if file
is meeting the W3C XML standards or not. The
developers need not worry about any open or close
angular brackets, ALGV takes care of all that. If it
fails, the file would not be available for run on the
database and errors/problems with file are logged on
to the local system.

Once the input has been fed and validated by ALGV, Fig.5
shows how the output script would look like. This final script
was generated by ALGV in 1.02 milliseconds once the input
file was fed into the ALGV system. The script is prepared with
proper validations applied by ALGV and meets the W3C XML
standards. As shown in the figure, rollback for insert script is
also being generated. This helps the developer to restore the
database to its previous state in case the inserts have some
problem. This is the power of Liquibase over traditional
database change management systems.

Fig.5 shows liquibase script generated from ALGV
c) ALGV Flowchart
In this section I present two flowcharts. Fig.6 shows
manual liquibase generation process and Fig.7 shows how
ALGV works. The flowcharts are as presented below: As
shown in the Fig.6, manual liquibase generation does not
involve any validations while in ALGV there are 3
validations involved. This proves the liquibase scripts
generated using ALGV are safe to be run against the
database.
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Tracking and persisting the liquibases

7. RESULTS
As stated earlier, ALGV helps to reduce the liquibase
generation and validation process by 75%. The following
results will support this
a) Time elapsed in generating the liquibase scripts:
The elapsed time is calculated from time taken to feed
in the business data to generation of liquibase scripts.
Manual approach:
I would assume the developer is manually writing the
query (with average speed 30 words per minute).
Along with typing in the query, we need to take into
consideration that developer needs to fill in the
column values also. These values need to be fetched
and fed into the liquibase which is going to be a time
consuming task. I assume, in the best case,
developer knows all the values (assuming column
names and values are one word letters) and just need
to feed into the script file. Fig.8 shown below shows
the estimated time to do this task manually
Fig.6 manual liquibase generation

Fig.8 shows that the developer would be taking
almost 3 hours in best case when all the values are
available to him.

Fig.7 shows process of liquibase generation with ALGV

6. ANALYSIS
ALGV helps automate the liquibase generation and validation
process; thereby increasing the Return on Time Investment
(RoTI).The analysis has been made on a real life scenario of
inserting 300 rows into a table having 5 columns, with typing
speed of 30 words per minute. In manual case, the developer
would be typing in all the queries along with handling the
liquibase tags. With ALGV, the developer would be typing in
just the business data rather than worrying about any liquibase
tags. The process of ALGV makes it so easy for the developer
that even a tyro can generate liquibases in no time. To validate
the points presented in this paper; the process of generating
liquibases manually and using proposed tool ALGV, was
analyzed. The main points of analysis were
 Time elapsed in generating the liquibase scripts
 Efficiency of developer
 Accuracy of the generated liquibases
 Manual effort logged

ALGV Generation:
As assumed above, the developer knows all the
values for each column. Instead of wasting his
precious 3 hours on writing, copy/paste the queries
and liquibase script tags by hand, the developer just
feeds in the business data into the input file for ALGV.
In this case, he would be inserting in just the known
column values. He need not worry about the query
syntax, liquibase tags, opening/closing any angular
XML brackets. Fig.9 shows the elapsed time in this
case:

Fig.9 shows the time elapsed using ALGV approach.
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b) Efficiency of developer :
Efficiency is the ability of a person to do work. In
scientific terms, it is the ratio of useful work done to
the total time spent.
Manual generation
Taking into consideration the time elapsed to
generate the liquibase scripts, the efficiency
decreases as the typing complexity increase. The
developer has to deal with typing the sql format of
liquibase as well as handling the query metadata.
Hence, the work that would have otherwise took 162
minutes with constant efficiency; it would now take
almost 20 minutes more. The elapsed time increases
from 162 minutes to 182 minutes. Fig.10 shows how
the efficiency of developer decreases as the typing
complexity with time increases.

The liquibase scripts generated manually are tested
for accuracy only when they are run on the database
schema. All the errors with liquibases are prompted
once the liquibase has been run against the
database. Just in case an error has occurred, the
developer has to re-visit and change the impacted
portion. This process is error nous and may prove out
to be fatal in actual run. However, with manual
approach, even if there is a very minor miss of
open/close bracket, the developer needs to revisit the
liquibase and make corresponding changes. In our
scenario, if there is a minor angular bracket mistake in
the liquibase script, the developer has to re-visit the
exact line in error and correct his mistake. In the worst
case, if while making corrections, the developer by
mistake seeds in another error and the file in error is
run on the server against the database. In this case,
developer needs to follow the same process all over
again. On the whole, if we go by average case of
missing one semicolon at the end, just one error in a
line and line has been copy/paste across the file. In
this case, the developer needs to re-visit complete file
and make the corresponding change.
Fig.11 shows the time a developer would take to revisit and make changes in case the script not
accurate

Fig.10 shows how the developer efficiency decreases with
time.
ALGV generation:
Generating liquibase scripts using ALGV tool is very
easy. As stated in previous sub-section (a), the
developer has to just type in the actual values for the
columns. He neither has to worry about the liquibase
XML tags, nor does he need to copy/paste the same
data again and again across the file. All developer
has to do is, just type in the business data and his
work is done. No doubt the efficiency of a person may
get affected in 50 minutes of work. The time elapsed
would have been 51 minutes, but due to reduced
efficiency the elapsed time gets a spill over by 5
minutes. The elapsed time now would be 56 minutes.
The developer efficiency is getting affected in both the
approaches. But, using ALGV the efficiency reduction
is 1/3rd of the efficiency reduction in traditional
liquibase generation approach.
c)

Accuracy of generated liquibase scripts :
Throughout the paper, I have laid stress on two
processes of liquibase generation, Manual and using
my ALGV approach. This section will prove that using
ALGV is much more efficient in terms of accuracy
than adopting manual approach for generating
liquibases.
Manually generated scripts:

Fig.11: shows the revised elapsed time in case of
errors with manually generated script
ALGV generated scripts:
The scripts generated using my proposed tools
ALGV, are dual checked for accuracy and meet W3C
XML standards. If the scripts are not meeting the
standards, the scripts are not available for server
build. Moreover, if the scripts are not as per the input
template standards, the ALGV doesn‘t even bother for
generating liquibase in this case. Also, once the
scripts have been generated, ALGV deals with
validating the script for any open/close brackets
issues. Fig.12 shows the elapsed time in case ALGV
generated script has validation error(s) and developer
needs to re-visit and make changes to the script

Fig.12 shows the revised elapsed time in case of
validation failure in script generated with ALGV
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Fig.14 shows the time elapsed with probability of
error(s). [T] is original elapsed time. T is the time that
will be elapsed.

In the traditional liquibase generation approach there
is no way of validating the liquibase before they are
sent to run against the target database. However, with
ALGV there is a two way validation process. One
validates if the input file is valid and other checks if file
has any misspelled liquibase tags and validates if it
meets the W3C XML standards.

ALGV generation:
With ALGV, the probability of error occurrence before
and during generation of liquibases is very less. As
ALGV takes its input a plain text file, there is a
possibility that developer has misspelled column
names or has used the wrong template for the input
file. In case of misspelled column names, the
developer has no choice but to re-visit the input file
and correct the line specifying column names. As the
developer just needs to edit a single line, the elapsed
time increases by 1 minute for the whole process. In
case the developer has used a wrong template for
input file, the smart ALGV tool does not bother to
generate file and prompts user with the warning.
Fig.15 shows how the elapsed time vary with
probability of error occurrence in case of ALGV,

d) Probability of possible errors :
One of the major reasons that encouraged me to
develop ALGV tool was the frequent possibility of
errors in manually generated liquibase scripts. As
discussed earlier human efficiency to do work tends
to decrease with time, there is always a possibility of
errors to occur or increase. The graph in Fig.13
shows how the error(s) tend to increase with time.
Manual Generation
In traditional liquibase generation techniques, a small
spelling mistake of insert as inesrt may lead to
complete build failure. All the file tags need to be

TABLE2. Errors and Time in ALGV approach
S.No.
1.
2.

Error (E)
Wrong column names
Wrong Template

Time Elapsed(T)
[T]+1
[0]

Fig.15 shows the time elapsed with probability of
error(s). [T] is original elapsed time.
e)

Tracking and persisting the liquibases :
With liquibases, it becomes very easy to track and
persist the database changes for future references. At
any point of time, the developer can rollback the
database to state X. Traditionally, we maintain folder
hierarchies on our local system and make scripts in
those folders only by manually visiting them. This
process however depends somewhat on the system
speed, it takes a huge human patience to manually
switch to a particular directory and manually make out
script directories there. Almost 5 minutes on an
average are spent in this task. ALGV takes this
process to an automated environment. We need not
create any directories ourselves for persisting and
storing the liquibase scripts. All we need to know is
just passing on the destination folder path and ALGV
handles the rest of liquibase creation and storage to
that folder. Thereby, saving yet another 5-10 minutes
of manual effort.

f)

Manual effort logged:
The manual effort logged in manual generation and
application process, having at least one re-build
because of error in each line in file is almost 400
minutes. The manual effort logged with using ALGV
and at least one validation failure is 60 minutes.

Fig13 shows how errors tend to increase with increased
elapsed time (With increased elapsed time, efficiency
decreases)
carefully handled. In a script file having X lines,
probability of getting at least one error is 1/X. If the
line having error is copy/paste across complete script
file, the probability of error is:
P (Error) = X*(1/X), where X is the number
of lines in script file.
With probability of error occurrence, time elapsed
would vary. Fig.14 shows how the elapsed time
increases with increasing probability of errors.
TABLE1.Errors and Time in manual approach
S.No.
1
2
3

Probability of error
[P(E)]
1
0.5
0

Time Elapsed (T)
[T]+T
[T]+(T/2)
[T]

8. CONCLUSION
I have introduced Automated Liquibase Generator and
Validator (ALGV) that aims at automating the liquibase
generation process. Along with generation, ALGV provides
dual verification process of liquibases, before and after
generating of scripts.
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Using ALGV developers can concentrate on their business
logic rather than worrying about the generation and
persisting of scripts. ALGV reduces the manual script
generation, storage and validation process overhead by
75%.
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FURTHER ENHANCEMENTS
1.

2.

The further enhancements to the tool would be
generating JSON and YAML format files, depending
on how the user wants to configure the tool
The main point of emphasis would be to increase the
%age saving from 75% to 90%.
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